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ABSTRACT

Keywords

Scaling heterogeneous information systems (HIS) to thousands of sources poses particular challenges to source discovery. It requires a powerful formalism for describing the
contents of the sources in a concise manner and for formulating compatible queries as well as a suitable structure for
indexing and retrieving the source descriptions eﬃciently.
We propose an extended logic-based description formalism for large-scale HIS with structured sources and a shared
ontology. The formalism reﬁnes existing approaches that
describe the sources by constraints on the attribute value
ranges in several ways: It allows for complex, nested descriptions based on deﬁned classes. It supports alternative
descriptions to express that a source may be discovered by
diﬀerent combinations of constraints. Finally, it allows to
adjust between positive matching, similar to keyword-based
discovery, and negative matching, as used in existing logicbased approaches.
We further propose the SDC-Tree for indexing such source
descriptions. To allow for eﬃcient discovery, the SDC-Tree
features multidimensional indexing capabilities for the different attributes and the IS-A hierarchy of the shared ontology, but also incorporates the existence or absence of constraints. For this purpose, it supports three diﬀerent types of
node split operations which exploit the expressiveness of the
description formalism. Therefore, we also propose a generic
split algorithm which can be used with arbitrary ontologies.

Heterogeneous information systems, source descriptions, indexing of source descriptions, deﬁned classes, tree-based index structure

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.5 [Database Management]: Heterogeneous Databases; H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval

General Terms
Algorithms, design, management, performance
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Heterogeneous information systems (HIS) consist of a number of information sources, possibly distributed around the
globe. The sources provide information on diﬀerent aspects
and clippings of the overall domain of discourse – usually using diﬀerent local schemas. There exist various types of HIS
such as federated DBMS, mediator-based IS, and peer data
management systems (PDMS). Exemplary application areas for such systems include logistics, stock exchange, earth
sciences, and scalable context information management [13].
One problem in HIS is how to eﬃciently discover the
sources that are relevant for a certain application task or
query. A number of systems (e.g. [2,8,16]) utilize the schema
mappings between the sources or to some shared schema to
exclude those sources from processing that do not provide
any information about the queried relations or classes. This
approach, however, does not scale to large HIS with thousands of sources, where each source may provide a comparatively small clipping of information for a certain class or
relation, and applications likewise are interested in information about few entities of a certain class or relation only.
As an example, consider a distributed spatial context information system like Nexus [17]. The system aims at providing an integrated view on spatial context information in
form of street maps, 3D building plans, sensor data maps,
etc. given by commercial and non-commercial information
sources all over the globe. Because of the diversity of contextual information and spatial restrictions, most sources
represent small clippings of the physical world only. For example there may exist thousands of sources providing building plans, i.e. information on rooms, corridors, stairways
and other building parts, from diﬀerent buildings all over
the world. This information may be used for a number of
purposes such as indoor navigation, remote visualization,
and context-aware museum guidance. However, such an application only requires one or few plans of certain buildings
at a time.
Therefore, large-scale HIS require an approach for source
discovery that utilizes explicit descriptions for the sources’
contents rather than or in addition to schema mappings.
Such an approach generally comprises two parts:
1. A formalism for describing the contents of the sources,

for formulating compatible queries, and for deciding
whether a description matches a query or not, i.e.
whether the corresponding source is relevant for the
query.
2. An index structure for eﬃciently retrieving those descriptions (and thus sources) that match a given query.
Of course, the designing of an index structure highly
depends on the description formalism and its matching
semantics.
Diﬀerent description formalisms are imaginable – ranging
from simple keyword lists, which are particularly used for
text sources, to logic-based approaches for structured sources
using constraints, e.g. to exclude a source about expensive
hotels (price ≥ $200) from a query for hostels (price ≤ $30).
At a ﬁrst glance, those two extremes seem to imply diﬀerent matching semantics: Keywords imply positive semantics
in view of the fact that a description matches a given query
only if both share one or more explicitly stated keywords.
Thus, a query issuer has to know the “right” keywords to
discover a certain source. Logic-based formalisms for source
discovery, on the contrary, imply negative semantics in view
of the fact that a description is considered to match a query
unless the converse can be proven by means of correspondent
constraints.
In this paper, we propose a novel logic-based description
formalism enabling positive and negative matching semantics as well as a compatible index structure. Our approach is
targeted on large-scale HIS with structured sources, where
the sources share a (simple) ontology. Note that such an
ontology can be easily derived if the sources share some (mediated) object-oriented schema.
The proposed description formalism is based on deﬁned
classes and reﬁnes and extends the idea of describing the
sources by constraints in several ways: It allows for conjunctive and generally nested constraints over not only all
attributes but also all relations of the classes of the shared
ontology. The formalism enables to distinguish between different perspectives on the contents of a source and thus alternative descriptions. For example, it allows to express that
a source providing a 3D building model of the British Museum can be discovered either just by the location of the
museum or just by the famous and unique name, whereas
a less famous museum (with ambiguous name) may have to
be discovered by its name and the coarse location. Finally,
the formalism allows to adjust between positive and negative matching semantics for each query separately, which
we suppose to be important for eﬀective source discovery in
large-scale HIS.
We further propose the Source Description Class Tree
(SDC-Tree) for indexing source descriptions by means of
their deﬁned classes. To enable eﬃcient discovery, the SDCTree features multidimensional indexing capabilities for the
diﬀerent attributes, relations, and the IS-A hierarchy of the
shared ontology – but it also incorporates the existence or
absence of constraints and the ranges of the constraints. For
this purpose, it supports three diﬀerent types of node split
operations exploiting the expressiveness of the description
formalism.
Due its ﬂexibility regarding node splitting, the SDC-Tree
can be easily adapted to a wide range of ontologies and
source descriptions. Therefore, we further present a generic
split algorithm suitable for arbitrary ontologies.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: We
discuss related work in Section 2, before we present the description formalism in Section 3. In Section 4 we present the
SDC-Tree and the corresponding algorithms. Simulation results showing the eﬃciency of the SDC-Tree are given in
Section 5. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6 with
a summary.

2.

RELATED WORK

The SDC-Tree and the proposed source description formalism are related to integration systems in general and discovery services for information sources in particular.
Integration systems include federated DBMS and mediatorbased approaches such as Information Manifold [18], SIMS
[3], Infomaster [10], DISCO [29], MOMIS [8], Object Globe
[9], Amos II [26], InfoSleuth [22], and Quete [16]. These
systems are based on formal mappings from the sources’
local schemas to some shared global schema or ontology,
also named reference schema/ontology. The classes or relations speciﬁed in the mappings give a coarse estimation
of the entities represented by a source. However, a source
may only represent a small subset of the entities belonging
to these classes. Several works (e.g. [14, 16, 18, 19]) therefore enhance these kinds of source descriptions with constraints on the attribute ranges, as illustrated in the example V2 (c) ⊆ CarForSale(c), Price(c, p), p ≥ 20000 from [18]
to specify a database with cars priced above $20,000.
We argue that source discovery and mapping between
schemas or ontologies are two concerns and focus on the
former in this paper. This diﬀerentiation is particularly important for large-scale HIS since there may be thousands of
sources providing information about diﬀerent entities of a
certain class using one and the same local schema.
This argumentation similarly applies to peer data management systems (PDMS)1 such as WebFINDIT [25], PeerDB
[21], Hyperion [2], and Piazza [14], which consist of a number
of sources named peers and a collection of mappings between
the peers’ local schemas – instead of a shared schema. According to Halevy et al. [14], a PDMS can be viewed as a
strict generalization of data integration systems.
There exist several dedicated approaches for source discovery in large-scale HIS. Text-source discovery services such
as GlOSS [11] use statistical summaries of the textual contents to rank the sources with respect to a query of keywords.
Semantic Context Space (SCS) [12] is a P2P overlay network for context information search. It assumes a shared
upper ontology and a large number of sources providing context information by means of RDF triples to diﬀerent clippings of the domain of discourse. SCS clusters all sources
providing triples on the same class by creating overlay network links between them and organizes the clusters into a
ringlike overlay network similar to the distributed hash table
(DHT) Chord [28]. Thus, SCS allows discovering all sources
providing information about the queried class, but does not
take constraints on attributes or relations into account.
The authors of [15] propose a similar approach based on an
extension of the Chord protocol. The sources describe each
relation of their local schemas and the belonging attributes
by means of a shared ontology. These descriptions are stored
1

PDMS must not be mistaken with structured peer-to-peer
systems and distributed hash tables (DHT) such as Chord
[28], which partition a given data set to a number of nodes.
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Figure 1: Spatial context ontology created on the basis of [4, 27, 30].
in a Chord ring, using a predeﬁned mapping from classes to
integer keys. This approach allows retrieving all sources
that provide information about a queried class, while taking
the attributes of interest into account. However, it does not
support constraints on the ranges of attributes or relations.
GloServ [1] also is a distributed discovery service based on
a shared ontology. The nodes of the service are organized
according to the IS-A hierarchy of the ontology. Sources are
registered at those nodes that correspond to classes for which
they provide information. GloServ supports constraints on
predeﬁned attributes by reﬁning the IS-A hierarchy with
respect to the ranges of these attributes.
The description formalism presented in this paper extends
the idea of using constraints on attributes to precisely describe the contents of the sources in several ways: It allows
for alternative descriptions, constraints on relations, and
nested constraints, as well as positive and negative matching
semantics. With the SDC-Tree, we further propose a ﬂexible indexing approach for such source descriptions, incorporating not only the IS-A hierarchy, as the above-mentioned
works, but also the existence or absence of constraints and
the ranges of the constraints.

3.

DESCRIPTION FORMALISM

In this section, we introduce our assumptions and notations,
before we explain how to describe sources by deﬁned classes.
Based on the deﬁnition of source descriptions, we ﬁnally discuss how to formulate compatible queries and how to match
source descriptions against such queries.

3.1

Assumptions and Notations

We consider an HIS where the sources share some ontology, providing a conceptualization of the overall domain of
discourse. Such an ontology may be hand-crafted for the
purpose of source discovery only, or may be automatically
generated from some shared (object-relational) schema.
For the purpose of source descriptions and discovery, we

consider three ontology components only:
1. Classes such as ExhibitionHall, Building, and BuildingPart organized in an IS-A hierarchy, i.e. where each class C
has a unique parent class Prnt (C), except for the top
class C . The expression C ≺ C  states that C is a
subclass of C  .
2. Attributes such as name and location with primitive value
ranges such as the set of all strings, the integers from
−50 to 70, or the points (latitude and longitude) on
the sphere. We denote the range of an attribute a
by Rng (a), e.g. Rng (a) = {[-50,70]}. The domain of a,
i.e. the class C and subclasses of C it belongs to, is
denoted by Dom(a) = C.
3. Relations such as partOf and ownedBy between entities of
certain classes. Similar to attributes, we refer to the
domain of a relation r as Dom(r) = C and to the range
of r as Rng (r) = C  .
Note that the ontology particularly enables concrete domains, i.e. attribute value ranges with (partial) orders and
relational operators like ≤ and ≥, in addition to = and =.
We do not make any assumptions on how applications
interact with the HIS since all the diﬀerent interaction patterns (e.g. query/response, data streams, events) require a
mechanism to discover or decide on the relevant sources in
advance.
Our examples throughout the paper are inspired by a distributed spatial context information system using the ontology given in Figure 1. The range [-90,-180]×[90,180] of
the attribute location denotes the latitudes and longitudes of
the world. This ontology has been created on the basis of
the Alexandria Digital Library Feature Type Thesaurus [30],
the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) [4], and the
PROTON Ontology (PROTo ONtology) [27].
It has been also used for the evaluation of the SDC-Tree
described in Section 5.

3.2

Describing Sources by Deﬁned Classes

Sources generally provide information about one or few coherent clippings of the domain of discourse. Thus, a source
represents one or more sets of entities sharing some characteristic properties that can be described concisely by the
class and one or more constraints. For example, the entities
represented by a museums database for London simply share
the properties that they all belong to the class museum and
are located in London and thus can be described by
Museum : location ∈ {London, UK} ,
where we assume that the range {London, UK} is given as
polygon on the globe.2
Such a description is a complete formal speciﬁcation of
a subclass of Museum and therefore is referred to as deﬁned
class or complex concept (e.g. [5, 20]).
The characteristic properties may be also relations to one
or few entities, which again can be described by deﬁned
classes. For example, the entities represented by a 3D building plan of the British Museum share the property that they
are part of the British Museum and hence can be described
by
D1 = BuildingPart : partOf ∈ Museum : name ∈ {“British Museum”}
using the famous and unique name of the museum.
Therefore, we propose to describe a source by one or more
deﬁned classes of the following form.
Deﬁnition 1 [Deﬁned class]: A deﬁned class D is speciﬁed by a class C followed by a conjunction of constraints on
zero or more attributes and relations whose domains comprise C:


D = C : a1 ∈ X1 ∧ a2 ∈ X2 ∧ . . . ∧ r1 ∈ D̄1 ∧ r2 ∈ D̄2 ∧ . . .
We refer to the class C as base of the deﬁned class and introduce the operator Base(D) to retrieve C. The base speciﬁes
that the source provides information about entities of the
class C or of a subclass of C.
A constraint ai ∈ Xi , with Xi ⊆ Rng (ai ), states that the
entities represented by the source have at least one value
xi ∈ Xi for the attribute ai . A range Xi can be given by
a set- or interval-based expression depending on the data
type. To retrieve Xi , we introduce the operator Con ai(D).
To test whether D actually has a constraint on attribute a,
we introduce the operator isCona(D) returning True or False,
respectively.
Analogously, an expression rj ∈ D̄j speciﬁes a constraint
on the relation rj to the range D̄j , where D̄j again is a deﬁned class of the above form with Base(D̄j ) Rng (rj ). We refer to D̄j as nested deﬁned class of D. The constraint states
that the entities represented by the source have a relation rj
to an entity belonging to D̄j . The operator Con rj(D) returns
the nested deﬁned class D̄j . The operator isConr(D) queries
whether D has a constraint on the relation r or not.
As mentioned above, a source may represent multiple coherent clippings of the domain of discourse. These can be
described independently of each other. Without loss of generality, we therefore consider only one clipping per source
in the following. Nevertheless, even a single clipping may
2

There exist hybrid location models that allow determining
the geographic area (polygon of latitude-longitude pairs) for
a given location name and vice-versa [6].

be described by multiple deﬁned classes. For example, the
building plan of the British museum can be also described
by
D2 = BuildingPart : location ∈ {44 Gt Russell St, London, UK} .
Of course, the constraints of D1 and D2 could be merged
into a single deﬁned class. However, this would hide the
fact that both, the location and the unique name of the
British Museum, each suﬃce as unambiguous description
for the museum and the corresponding building plan. As
discussed in the next section, to realize source discovery with
positive matching semantics, such alternative perspectives
on a source should be reﬂected by separate deﬁned classes
as exempliﬁed by {D1 , D2 }.
A deﬁned class may nevertheless consist of multiple conjunctive constraints to describe the contents of a source distinctively. For example, this applies to museums with ambiguous names such as “Local Heritage Museum”. A source
about a certain museum with that name has to be either described by the exact location or by the name and the coarse
location together.

3.3

Matching Source Descriptions against
Discovery Queries

Analogously to source descriptions, we propose to specify
discovery queries by deﬁned classes. However, in contrast to
a source description, a query should consist of one deﬁned
class Q (query class) only, as argued below.
Intuitively, a given source description with source classes
{D1 , . . . , Dn } should match a query class Q if Q refers to one
or more entities of the domain of discourse that are described
by {D1 , . . . , Dn }. However, since the individual entities are
not known for source discovery, diﬀerent matching semantics
are imaginable. As indicated in Section 1, we can distinguish
between two extremes. Considering deﬁned classes, these
extremes can be speciﬁed as follows:
• Positive matching: A source description {D1 , . . . , Dn }
matches a query Q only if there exists a Di such that
Di and Q have constraints on the same attributes and
relations and that the ranges of correspondent constraints overlap.
Thus, the query issuer has to “know” the combinations
of attributes and relations that are reasonably used in
source descriptions.
• Negative matching: A source description {D1 , . . . , Dn }
matches a query Q unless the converse can be proven
by the ranges of two correspondent constraints.
More precisely, the source description dismatches Q
if there exists a Di such that Di and Q have disjoint
constraint ranges for a certain attribute or relation.
On the one hand, we suppose that negative matching generally returns too many irrelevant sources in large-scale HIS
with thousands of sources. On the other hand, the positive matching semantics are very strict since they require
the query issuer to know or presume the combinations of attribute and relations being (typically) used in source classes.
Therefore, we propose a ﬂexible approach between both extremes.
Our matching approach is based on two predicates: The
query matching predicate Q reﬂects the positive matching

semantics, while the query dismatching predicate Q reﬂects
the negative extreme. The predicates Q and Q together
yield three possible states between a pair Di and Q. Based
on these states it then is decided whether a source description {D1 , . . . , Dn } matches Q or not.
Deﬁnition 2 [Query matching predicate Q ]: Given a
source class Di and a query class Q, it holds D Q Q iﬀ the
following three conditions hold:
1. (Base(Di ) Base(Q)) ∨ (Base(Di ) Base(Q))
2. ∀ attrib. a with (Dom(a) Base(Q)) ∧ (Dom(a) Base(Di )) :
isCona(Di ) ⇒ (isCona(Q) ∧ (Con a(Di ) ∩ Con a(Q) = ∅))
3. ∀ relat. r with (Dom(r) Base(Q)) ∧ (Dom(r) Base(Di )) :
isConr (Di ) ⇒ (isConr (Q) ∧ (Con r(Di ) Q Con r(Q)))
Thus, Di and Q have to base on classes that are equal or sub/superclass of each other, and Q has to specify correspondent constraints with overlapping ranges for all constraints
speciﬁed in Di .
Note that Q may specify constraints on more attributes
and relations than Di . Therefore, Q is not commutative.
This alleviates the strict positive semantics and is also the
reason why a source should be described by multiple alternative deﬁned classes – representing diﬀerent perspectives as
explained in Section 3.2 – with as few constraints as possible, whereas a query should consist of only one deﬁned class,
containing all known constraints.
Deﬁnition 3 [Query dismatching predicate Q ]: Given
a source class Di and a query class Q, it holds D Q Q iﬀ
one of the following two conditions holds:
1. ∃ attrib. a with (Dom(a) Base(Q)) ∧ (Dom(a) Base(D)) :
isCona(D) ∧ isCona(Q) ∧ (Con a(D) ∩ Con a(Q) = ∅)
2. ∃ relat. r with (Dom(r) Base(Q)) ∧ (Dom(r) Base(D)) :
isConr (D) ∧ isConr (Q) ∧ (Con r(D) Q Con r(Q))
This predicate directly implements the negative matching
semantics. Moreover, it is contrary to Q . Hence, Di Q Q
implies that Di and Q do not dismatch.
Deﬁnition 4 [Matching]: Based on these predicates, we
deﬁne that a source description {D1 , . . . , Dn } matches a
query Q only if there exists a Di with Di Q Q but no
Dj with Dj Q Q.
Thus, Q is a necessary condition for matching, while Q
is a suﬃcient condition for a dismatch.
For example, consider the source description {D1 , D2 } given
in Section 3.2, and the following query:
Q1 = ExhibitionHall : location ∈ {32-50 Gt Russell St, London, UK}
It queries for sources providing information about exhibition
halls – which are a subclass of BuildingPart, cf. Figure 1 –
located between 32 and 50 Great Russell Street. The source
description matches Q1 since D2 Q Q1 . However, it does
not match
Q2 = ExhibitionHall : partOf ∈ Museum : name ∈ {[E*,F*]}
as neither D1 nor D2 match Q2 according to Q . Also, the
source description does not match
Q3 = ExhibitionHall : partOf ∈ Museum : name ∈ {[E*,F*]}
∧ location ∈ {London, UK}
since D1 Q Q3 , even though D2 Q Q3 .

Negative matching semantics can be realized (completely
or partially) by extending Q with pseudo constraints of the
form a ∈ ∗ or r ∈ ∗. For an attribute a, ∗ simply evaluates
to Rng (a). In case of a relation r, ∗ has to be applied recursively to all attributes and relations whose domains comprise
Rng (r). However, for evaluating Q or Q it suﬃces to know
that ∗ overlaps with any nested deﬁned class Con r(Di ).
The more pseudo constraints are speciﬁed in a query Q,
the more likely there exists a Di ∈ {D1 , . . . , Dn } where
Di Q Q. Thus, the inﬂuence of the predicate Q decreases,
whereas the inﬂuence of Q increases.
Based on Q we can directly deﬁne a subsumption predicate Q , allowing determining whether a certain deﬁned
class not only overlaps but completely comprises another
deﬁned class. This predicate is also essential for the SDCTree.
Deﬁnition 5 [Subsumption predicate Q ]: A deﬁned
class D subsumes another deﬁned class Q, denoted by D Q
Q iﬀ the following three conditions hold:
1. Base(D) Base(Q)
2. ∀ attribute a with Dom(a) Base(D) :
isCona(D) ⇒ (isCona(Q) ∧ (Con a(D) ⊇ Con a(Q)))
3. ∀ relation r with Dom(r) Base(D) :
isConr (D) ⇒ (isConr (Q) ∧ (Con r(D) Q Con r(Q)))

4.

SOURCE DESCRIPTION CLASS TREE

In this section we present the Source Description Class Tree
(SDC-Tree), a powerful tree-based structure for indexing
source descriptions by means of their deﬁned classes and
for eﬃciently retrieving those descriptions matching a given
query Q.
Given a source description {D1 , . . . , Dn }, the SDC-Tree
uses each source class Di as index key and stores a corresponding entry, mapping the source class to the source
description, at one or more leaf nodes. The SDC-Tree considers the necessary matching condition only, given by Q .
Source descriptions with a source class Di Q Q that do
not match because of an additional Dj Q Q are ﬁltered in a
post-processing step.
The SDC-Tree supports diﬀerent operations for splitting
a leaf node (split types) to exploit the expressiveness of the
description formalism completely.
Next, we describe the tree’s structure and the split types,
before we give the corresponding formal deﬁnitions. That
followed, based on the formal deﬁnitions, we prove the completeness of indexing. Finally, an algorithm for selecting and
parameterizing the split types is presented.

4.1

Structure of SDC-Tree

Each node of the SDC-Tree is associated with a deﬁned class
named node class whose form slightly extends the above
deﬁnition for deﬁned classes. The formal deﬁnition for node
classes is given below in Section 4.2.
The tree reﬂects the subsumption hierarchy of the node
classes. Thus, let N be the node class of an inner node and
N  the node class of one of its child nodes, it holds N Q N  .
The node class of the root node is C , True : , matching
every deﬁned class, where the role of True is explained below.
Figure 2 shows a potential SDC-Tree for indexing source
descriptions that are based on the spatial context ontology
given at the beginning of Section 3. More precisely, the ﬁg-

N1 = Thing, True :

N2 = Thing, False :

N3 = Spatial, True :

N5 = Spatial, True : location ∈ [-90,-180]×[90,180]

N7 = Spatial, True : location ∈ [-90,-180]×[0,180]

N4 = LegalBody, True :

N6 = Spatial, True : location ∈ Null

N8 = Spatial, True : location ∈ [0,-180]×[90,180]

Figure 2: Potential SDC-Tree with three splits of diﬀerent types at N1 , N3 , and N5 .
ure depicts the node classes and the subsumption hierarchy
of the tree. The root node class of the tree is Thing, True :
since the top class of the ontology is Thing.
A source class D to be indexed is passed down iteratively from the root to each child node whose node class
N  matches D by the index matching predicate I , formally
deﬁned in Section 4.2. This predicate is a special case of the
query matching predicate Q such that N  I D implies
N  Q D. Finally, an entry mapping from D to the source
description it belongs to is stored at every leaf node with
node class N I D. For example, in Figure 2 the source
class
D = BuildingPart : location ∈ {44 Gt Russell St, London, UK}
is passed from N1 via N3 and N5 to N8 as D’s base BuildingPart
is a subclass of Spatial and the constraint on location (polygon of latitude-longitude pairs) is completely contained in
the Northern Hemisphere speciﬁed by the constraint range
[0,-180]×[90,180] of N8 .
A query Q, on the contrary, is passed down using Q .
Thus, Q is distributed to every leaf node with node class
N Q Q. Next, each entry of those leaf nodes is evaluated
against Q using Q and the source descriptions of those entries with source class D Q Q are collected and duplicates
are removed. Then, those source descriptions that do not
match Q because of another source class D Q Q are removed. Finally, the remaining set of source descriptions is
returned to the query issuer.
Since I implies Q , it generally holds {N : N I D} ⊂
{N : N Q D}. This property results from non-commutativity of Q . For example, in Figure 2, the query class
Q = ExhibitionHall : location ∈ {32-50 Gt Russell St, London, UK} ,
being matched by D from the above example, is passed from
N1 to the three leaf nodes N2 , N6 , and N8 using Q .
To reduce the number of source classes D indexed by a
leaf node with node class N , it can be split into two or more
new nodes with node classes N1 , N2 , . . .
We distinguish three split types, one for each aspect of
how deﬁned classes can diﬀer from one another.
Base Split. This type of split operation performs a split by
means of the IS-A hierarchy of the shared ontology. Given a
leaf node with node class N and source classes D, it speciﬁes

, where
1 + l new child nodes with nodes classes N1 to N1+l
l = |{C  : Prnt (C  ) = Base(N )}|, which must be > 0.
N1 equals N except that is does not match source classes

D with Base(D) ≺ Base(N ) by I . For this purpose, a node
class extends the form of deﬁned classes by a Boolean parameter given after the base, as shown in Figure 2. This
parameter indicates whether the node class matches source
classes whose base is a proper subclass of its own base (True)
or not (False). Hence, with N1 this parameter is set to False
and N1 cannot be further split by means of its base.

are equal to N , i.e. the mentioned parameter
N2 to N1+l
is True, except that each of them has diﬀerent new base C 
with Prnt (C  ) = Base(N ).
After a base split operation, each D ∈ D can be relocated
unambiguously to one of the new nodes according to I . A
query class Q with N Q Q, however, is matched by two or
all new node classes.
A base split can be useful for two reasons: First, it may
partition D to diﬀerent nodes and thus allow for pruning
irrelevant source classes for a query class Q with Base(Q) ≺
Base(N ). Second, it enables further node splits by means of
attributes and relations that are speciﬁc to child classes of
Base(N ). Figure 2 exempliﬁes a base split at N1 .
Existence Split. This type of split operation performs a
split by specifying the existence or non-existence of an attribute constraint. Given a leaf node with source classes
D and node class N without constraint on attribute a, it
is useful to diﬀerentiate between source classes that have a
constraint on a and those that have no constraint. Furthermore, existence splits are needed to enable range splits (see
below) on the former set of source classes.
The split operation creates two new child nodes with node
classes N1 and N2 as follows: N1 equals N but additionally
speciﬁes a constraint Con a(N1 ) = Rng (a). N2 equals N but
explicitly speciﬁes that a source class D must not have a
constraint on a in order to N2 I D. For this purpose,
node classes extend the deﬁnition of deﬁned classes by the
possibility to prevent a constraint on a, indicated by a ∈ Null.
Such a prevention is shown in Figure 2 at N6 , resulting from
an existence split at N3 . As a consequence, a source class D
with N I D is matched by either N1 or N2 only.
Since Q does not consider the prevention of constraints,
a query Q with N Q Q is matched by either N1 and N2 ,
or only N2 .
An existence split may be also performed
 by a relation

r, where N1 extends N by a Con r(N1 ) = Rng (r), True : ,
accordingly.
Range Split. Given a leaf node whose node class N has a

constraint on attribute a, this operation performs a split by
partitioning Con a(N ). This split type is especially useful if
the source classes D indexed by the node signiﬁcantly diﬀer
regarding Con a(N ).
A range split speciﬁes two or more node class N1 , N2 , . . .
with ranges Con a(Ni ) such that Con a(N1 ) ∪ Con a(N2 ) ∪ . . . =
Con a(N ) and Con a(Ni ) ∩ Con a(Nj ) = ∅, ∀i = j.
A source class D with N I D whose constraint on a
overlaps a certain Con a(Ni ) but no other Con a(Nj ) (j = i) is
indexed at the new child node with node class Ni only. Otherwise, D is passed to multiple of the new nodes. Similarly,
a query class may be passed to one or multiple of the new
nodes.
The SDC-Tree does not pose any restrictions on how the
ranges Con a(N1 ), Con a(N2 ), . . . are determined. This also depends on the data type of a. The Generic Split Algorithm
proposed in Section 4.4 uses the split algorithm of the R*Tree [7] for this purpose.
Figure 2 gives an example of a range split with the node
class N5 by means of the constraint range [-90,-180]×[90,180]
(the latitudes and longitudes of the whole world) into two
ranges specifying the Southern and Northern Hemisphere,
respectively.
Each of the above types of split operations can be also performed by means of a nested node class. For example, the
node class
BuildingPart, True : partOf ∈ Museum, True : name ∈ {[A*, Z*]}
with a nested class for partOf may be split into
BuildingPart, True : partOf ∈ Museum, True : name ∈ {[A*, M*]}
and
BuildingPart, True : partOf ∈ Museum, True : name ∈ {[N*, Z*]}
using a range split by the constraint on the attribute name.
For every pair of source class D and query class Q, each split
type guarantees that given an inner node with node class N
there exists a child node with node class N  such that (D Q
Q) ∧ (N I D) ∧ (N Q Q) implies (N  I D) ∧ (N  Q Q).
This property is essential for the completeness of indexing of
the SDC-Tree, i.e. that the SDC-Tree correctly determines
all source classes D with D Q Q for a given query Q. A
proof of this property is given below in Section 4.3.
The SDC-Tree gives a lot of freedom regarding the splitting of nodes, despite the fact that base and existence splits
generally are ﬁrst required to enable range splits. Therefore,
diﬀerent strategies for the selection and parameterization of
split operations are feasible.
For example, a thinkable approach is to ﬁrst perform a
series of base splits until no more base splits are possible,
then to perform existence splits on all attributes and relations, and then to perform range splits where reasonable.
However, in case that the source classes mainly diﬀer in
terms of nested classes on a certain relation this approach
would generate many unnecessary nodes.
Furthermore, one may think of tailored split algorithms
for each ontology taking the semantics and characteristics of
the diﬀerent classes, attributes, and relations into account.
For example, in a context ontology the characteristic attribute location is likely to be used in many source classes
and therefore an obvious candidate for splitting.

Before we propose the Generic Split Algorithm, which is
independent of the semantics of the shared ontology and thus
HIS, we next give formal deﬁnitions for node classes and the
index matching predicate I and prove the completeness of
indexing.

4.2

Formalism for Node Classes and
Index Predicates

In the following, we give formal deﬁnitions for node classes
and I and introduce an index subsumption predicate I .
Deﬁnition 6 [Node class]: A node class N is a deﬁned
class according to the deﬁnition in Section 3.2 with an additional Boolean parameter b as follows:


N = C, b : a1 ∈ X1 ∧ a2 ∈ X2 ∧ . . . ∧ r1 ∈ N̄1 ∧ r2 ∈ N̄2 ∧ . . .
The parameter b denotes whether N may match other node
classes or deﬁned classes with base C  ≺ C by I and can
be queried by the unary operator inclSub(N ) = b.
A range Xi may be Null to indicate that N prevents constraints on the corresponding attribute ai . This property
can be queried by a Boolean unary operator isPrevai (N ).
Hence, N may either
1. specify no constraint (¬isConai (N ) ∧ ¬isPrevai (N )), or
2. specify a constraint (isConai (N ) ∧ ¬isPrevai (N )), or
3. prevent a constraint (¬isConai (N ) ∧ isPrevai (N )).
The same applies to constraints on relations.
Deﬁnition 7 [Index matching predicate I ]: A node
class N matches a source class D, denoted by N I D, iﬀ
the following three conditions hold:
1. (Base(N ) = Base(D)) ∨ (inclSub(N ) ∧ (Base(N )  Base(D)))
2. ∀ attribute a with Dom(a) Base(N ) :
isCona(N ) ⇒ (isCona(D) ∧ (Con a(N ) ∩ Con a(D) = ∅)) ,
isPreva(N ) ⇒ ¬isCona(D)
3. ∀ relation r with Dom(r) Base(N ) :
isConr (N ) ⇒ (isConr (D) ∧ (Con r(N ) I Con r(D))) ,
isPrevr (N ) ⇒ ¬isConr (D)
Since each of the three conditions implies the respective condition of Q , it follows that N I D implies N Q D.
Analogous to the deﬁnition of I , a transitive index subsumption predicate I implying Q can be deﬁned – between pairs of node classes as well as pairs of node classes
and source classes.
Deﬁnition 8 [Index subsumption predicate I ]: A
node class N subsumes another node class N  , denoted by
N I N  , iﬀ the following three conditions hold:
1. (inclSub(N ) ∧ (Base(N ) Base(N  ))) ∨
(¬inclSub(N ) ∧ ¬inclSub(N  ) ∧ (Base(N ) = Base(N  )))
2. ∀ attribute a with Dom(a) Base(N ) :


isCona(N ) ⇒ (isCona(N ) ∧ (Con a(N ) ⊇ Con a(N ))) ,

isPreva(N ) ⇒ isPreva(N )
3. ∀ relation r with Dom(r) Base(N ) :


isConr (N ) ⇒ (isConr (N ) ∧ (Con r(N ) I Con r(N ))) ,

isPrevr (N ) ⇒ isPrevr (N )
For the subsumption of a source class D, it holds: N

I

D

If D has a constraint on a, then the node class Ni+1
of the child node deﬁning a constraint to Rng (a) will
match D by I . As D Q Q either requires Q to also
have a constraint on a or Base(Q)  Dom(a), it also
holds Ni+1 Q Q.

iﬀ the following three conditions hold:
1. (Base(N ) = Base(D)) ∨ (inclSub(N ) ∧ (Base(N )  Base(D)))
2. ∀ attribute a with Dom(a) Base(N ) :
isCona(N ) ⇒ (isCona(D) ∧ (Con a(N ) ⊇ Con a(D))) ,
isPreva(N ) ⇒ ¬isCona(D)
3. ∀ relation r with Dom(r) Base(N ) :
isConr (N ) ⇒ (isConr (D) ∧ (Con r(N ) I Con r(D))) ,
isPrevr (N ) ⇒ ¬isConr (D)
It holds that the node classes of the SDC-Tree form a subsumption hierarchy with respect to I and thus Q .
In summary, the query predicates Q , Q , and Q ignore
the two extensions of node classes by inclSub and isPrev,
whereas the index predicates I and I take both extensions
into account. The resulting implications between the ﬁve
predicates can be depicted by a graph as follows:
Q

⇒

I

⇒

⇑

4.3

Q
⇑
I

⇒

If D does not have a constraint on a, the node class
Ni+1 of the other child preventing constraints on a will
match D by I . Clearly, it also holds Ni+1 Q Q since
Q ignores isPreva(Ni+1 ).
The same argumentation applies to an existence split
by means of a relation r.
3. Range split: Let a be the attribute that has been
used for the range split. Next, we distinguish whether
Base(Q)  Dom(a) or Base(Q) Dom(a).
In the former, Ni Q Q implies Ni+1 Q Q as Q evaluates neither the value range Con a(Ni ) nor Con a(Ni+1 )
of the node class Ni+1 of any child node.

not Q

In the latter, we again have to distinguish whether
Con a(D) and Con a(Q) overlap within the range Con a(Ni )
or not.
If they overlap, i.e. (Con a(D) ∩ Con a(Q)) ∩ Con a(Ni ) = ∅,
then there exists at least one child with node class Ni+1
where they overlap within Con a(Ni+1 ) since Con a(Ni ) is
completely partitioned. Thus, it holds Ni+1 I D and
Ni+1 Q Q.

Proof for the Completeness of Indexing

To show that the SDC-Tree correctly determines all source
classes D Q Q for a query Q, we prove that for each pair D
and Q there exists a leaf node with node class Nk I D and
Nk Q Q and that this leaf node is found when matching
the node classes from the root downwards to the leaf nodes
against Q by Q .

The converse, i.e. that Con a(D) and Con a(Q) are disjoint
within Con a(Ni ), cannot happen due to the inductive
construction of N1 , . . . , Ni : The ﬁrst range split on a
at node class Nf (f < i) was performed on Con a(Nf ) =
Rng (a) deﬁnitely comprising Con a(D)∩Con a(Q). At this
range split and any further range split on a, we always
chose the child with node class Nj (f < j < i) such
that Con a(Nj ) also comprises Con a(D) ∩ Con a(Q), as just
explained.

Theorem 1 [Completeness of indexing]: For every pair
of source class D and query class Q with D Q Q, there
exists a sequence of nodes with node classes N1 , . . . , Nk from
the root with node class N1 = C , True : to a leaf node
with node class Nk such that
∀Ni ∈ {N1 , . . . , Nk } : (Ni I D) ∧ (Ni Q Q) .
Proof: Induction starting at node class N1 = C , True :
of the root node.
Base case: Since N1 has base C and no constraints, it
holds N1 I D and N1 I Q, independent of whether D
matches Q by Q or not.
Inductive step: For each split type, we show that given
an inner node with node class Ni (1 ≤ i < k), there exists a
child node with node class Ni+1 such that (D Q Q)∧(Ni I
D) ∧ (Ni Q Q) implies (Ni+1 I D) ∧ (Ni+1 Q Q). For
readability, we do not consider splits by means of nested
classes of Ni in the following, as the argumentations can be
applied to them analogously.
1. Base split: It is inclSub(Ni ) =
Base(D) since Ni I D.

True

and Base(Ni )

If Base(Ni ) = Base(D), then Ni and the node class Ni+1
of the ﬁrst child only diﬀer in the value of inclSub.
Thus, it holds Ni+1 I D and Ni+1 Q Q.
Otherwise, if Base(Ni )  Base(D), then there exists a
child with node class Ni+1 with Prnt (Base(Ni+1 )) =
Base(Ni ) and Base(Ni+1 ) Base(D). Hence, it holds
Ni+1 I D, and thus also Ni+1 Q Q since D Q Q.
2. Existence split: Let be a the attribute that has been
used for the existence split. Thus, it is isCona(Ni ) =
False and isPreva(Ni ) = False.



4.4

Generic Split Algorithm

The SDC-Tree gives a lot of freedom regarding the splitting
of nodes, despite the fact that base and existence splits generally are ﬁrst required to enable range splits. Therefore,
diﬀerent strategies for node splitting are imaginable.
In the following, we propose the Generic Split Algorithm
(GSAlg), which is independent of the semantics of the shared
ontology. GSAlg splits a leaf node once the number of entries
stored in the leaf reaches a certain split size threshold nsplit .
For deciding on the child node classes, GSAlg proceeds as
follows: First, it computes all possible splits. Then, it determines how the source classes are distributed to the diﬀerent
node classes of each split and rates the splits accordingly.
Finally, GSAlg chooses the split with the best rating.
For computing all possible splits of a leaf node with node
class N storing the source classes D, GSAlg uses a recursive function given in Figure 3. First, it computes the base
split of N if possible (lines 2 to 4), before it computes all
possible existence splits (lines 5 to 10). GSAlg then computes one possible range split, with two subranges X1 and
X2 , for each attribute constraint (lines 11 to 16). For this
purpose, GSAlg uses diﬀerent variants of the split algorithm
of the R*-Tree [7], adapted to the diﬀerent primitive data
types. This algorithm takes the ranges of the constraints

1: S ← ∅
 Result set of all possible splits.
2: if inclSub(N ) and |{C  : Prnt (C  ) = Base(N )}| > 0 then
3:
S ← {{N with inclSub(N ) ← False,
N with Base(N ) ← ﬁrst C  , . . .}}
4: end if
5: for all attribute a where Dom(a) Base(N ) do
6:
if ¬isCona(N ) and ¬isPreva(N ) then
7:
S ← S ∪ {{N with Con a(N ) ← Rng (a),
N with isPreva(N ) ← True}}
8:
end if
9: end for
 Same for each relation r where Dom(r)  Base(N )
10: [. . . ]
11: for all attribute a with Dom(a) Base(N ) do
12:
if isCona(N ) and |Con a(N )| > 1 then
13:
(X1 , X2 ) ← compute partitioning of Con a(N )
14:
S ← S ∪ {{N with Con a(N ) ← X1 ,
N with Con a(N ) ← X2 }}
15:
end if
16: end for
17: for all relation r where Dom(r) Base(N ) do
18:
if isConr(N ) then
19:
D̄ ← {Con r(D) : ∀D ∈ D}  Get nested source classes.
20:
S̄ ← recursive call with Con r(N ) and D̄
21:
for all splits N̄ ∈ S̄ do
22:
S ← S ∪ {N with Con r(N ) ← N̄ : ∀N̄ ∈ N̄}
23:
end for
24:
end if
25: end for
26: return S

Figure 3: Algorithm for computing all possible splits
of a node with node class N , storing the source
classes D.
of the source classes D into account such that X1 and X2
are optimized to divide D into equal-sized halves as possible.
Finally, a recursive call is performed for each nested node
class N̄ = Con r(N ) (lines 17 to 25).
The number of possible splits is limited by the number of
attributes and relations of the diﬀerent classes of the shared
ontology and therefore widely independent of the size of the
SDC-Tree. Furthermore, it is largely independent of the
number of classes in the ontology, i.e. the size of the IS-A
hierarchy, which can be seen from the fact that the function in Figure 3 adds at most one base split to S during
each (recursive) call. Only for the very ﬁrst splits, i.e. small
tree sizes, there exist less possible splits since base splits are
generally required to enable other types of splits.
For rating the possible splits, we propose three tailored rating functions – one for each split type – based on a uniform
metric from 0 (bad) to 1 (good).
A base split is only useful if there exists a signiﬁcant number of source classes D ∈ D with Base(D) ≺ Base(N ). The
rating function therefore simply is
|{D ∈ D : Base(D) ≺ Base(N )}|
.
nsplit
The utility of an existence split on attribute a increases with
the number of source classes having a constraint on a since
the split is required to enable range splits. However, it may
be also useful to diﬀerentiate between source classes that

have a constraint on a and those that have not. Therefore,
the rating function is


2 |{D ∈ D : isCona(D)|
.
min 1,
nsplit
The same applies to existence splits on relations.
A range split on Con a(N ) by GSAlg is particularly useful
if it partitions D into roughly equal-sized halves. Also, the
number of source classes that are matched by both new node
classes N1 and N2 should be small. We refer to the former
property as distribution and to the latter as selectivity. The
selectivity is computed as
|{D ∈ D : (N1 I D) = (N2 I D)}|
nsplit
and the distribution as


2 |{D ∈ D : N1 I D}| 2 |{D ∈ D : N2 I D}|
min 1,
.
,
nsplit
nsplit
The rating of a range split is the product of both. This
normally ensures that a bad selectivity or distribution each
serve as exclusion criterion for being the best possible split,
i.e. the split with the best rating. Our simulation results in
Section 5.3 show that the ratings of the best possible range
splits are close to 1, despite the multiplication of selectivity
and distribution.
All ratings can be easily computed along with the possible
splits in the above algorithm.

5.

EVALUATION

As proof of concept for describing sources and to show the
eﬃciency of the SDC-Tree and GSAlg, we implemented the
SDC-Tree as a main-memory index and simulated it with
source descriptions derived from the OpenStreetMap (OSM)
database [24]. Next, we ﬁrst describe the evaluation setup,
followed by the results on search costs and tree sizes. Finally,
we give results on insertion costs and node splitting.

5.1

Setup

The components of the shared ontology and the source descriptions could generally be expressed by a subset of OWL
[32] and SPARQL [33]. For simplicity and direct support
of 2D geometries, however, we developed an easily readable
Simple Ontology Language (SOL) inspired by the notation
for deﬁned classes used in the previous sections, and implemented an appropriate ontology framework. For example,
the deﬁned class
BuildingPart : partOf ∈ Museum : name ∈ {“British Museum”}
is speciﬁed as
<BuildingPart : partOf IN <Museum : name IN
{String:"British Museum"}>>
in SOL. 2D geometries simply are speciﬁed by Well-Known
Text (WKT) [23].
The ontology framework supports strings, integers and 2D
geometries as primitive data types and provides common relational operators on their values (e.g., < and >) and on sets
of their values (e.g., ⊆ and ⊇). For managing 2D geometries,
the framework uses the Java Topology Suite [31]. Regarding strings, the framework supports arbitrary intervals and
sets of intervals on the lexicographical order of the strings.
Hence, it not only allows specifying intervals of strings sharing a certain preﬁx but any ﬁnite or inﬁnite interval such as
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Figure 4: Evaluation results concerning search costs and tree sizes.
and [MA, MC), specifying the single string
Museum and the set of all strings starting with MA or MB,
respectively.
In accordance with the examples of the previous sections,
we evaluated the SDC-Tree with potential source descriptions and discovery queries in a large-scale spatial context
information system. To simulate realistic descriptions as
possible, we used the OSM database as follows:
[Museum, Museum]

1. Since the OSM database uses a ﬂat tagging system, we
created a spatial context ontology on the basis of three
established top-level ontologies – namely the Alexandria Digital Library Feature Type Thesaurus [30], the
Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) [4], and
the PROTON Ontology (PROTo ONtology) [27] – and
mapped the most frequent tags to the corresponding
classes, relations, and attributes. Figure 1 in Section 3
shows an excerpt of this ontology.
2. We created nine templates for source descriptions of
possible information sources, e.g. of sources providing
information about the building elements of a public
building or about the transportation structures of a
town. Each such description template consists of two
or more templates for deﬁned classes.
3. Using these templates and the OSM database extract
for Europe, we generated 5 · 105 source descriptions
with more than 1.1 · 106 source classes.
We simulated the SDC-Tree with diﬀerent numbers of source
descriptions (and thus source classes) as well as diﬀerent
values for nsplit . For querying, we randomly selected 1000
of the source descriptions, merged the source classes of each
description, and used the resulting 1000 deﬁned classes as
queries. In our simulations these queries matched up to
100 source descriptions. Each measurement was repeated 25
times with diﬀerent subsets of the 5·105 source descriptions.
To be able to assess the performance of GSAlg with successive insertion and splitting as described in Section 4.4, we
also created the SDC-Tree by bulk insertion as follows: The
simulated number of descriptions is inserted at once into a
SDC-Tree consisting of a single leaf node. Then, the leaf
node with the most entries is split repeatedly using GSAlg
until the number of nodes in the tree is equal the number
of nodes generated by successive insertion. For the selection
and parameterization of the split operations, the algorithm
for computing all possible splits and the rating functions of

GSAlg are used again – except that nsplit is replaced by the
actual number of entries in the leaf node.

5.2

Search Costs and Tree Sizes

First, we consider the search costs measured by the number
of evaluations of Q per query and the tree size measured
by the number of nodes.
Figure 4a shows the average search costs for a tree with
105 source classes depending on nsplit . The upper line gives
the overall number of Q evaluations, whereas the lower line
denotes the evaluations with source classes only. The latter
increases monotonously with nsplit due to the larger number
of source classes per leaf. The overall number of evaluations,
however, also increases with decreasing nsplit < 10 due to
the resulting large numbers of nodes. Therefore, we used
nsplit = 10 in the following.
Figure 4b shows that the search cost depend logarithmically on the number of index source classes and thus demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of the SDC-Tree. For 1000 source
classes, the SDC-Tree reduces the number of Q evaluations
to less than 10% compared to plain search over all descriptions. For 105 source classes, it even saves 99.9%. Besides,
Figure 4b shows that the search costs with bulk insertion
are only about 1% less than with successive insertion. Thus,
successive insertion with GSAlg achieves the same indexing
performance as bulk insertion to a great extent, although
the latter considers the whole (but ﬁxed) set of source descriptions for the split decisions.
These results coincide with the linear dependency between
the number of indexed source classes and the size of the
SDC-Tree illustrated in Figure 4c. Note the marginal standard deviations in these measurements.
Furthermore, to verify the choice of the uniform rating
metric in GSAlg, we conducted experiments with split-type
speciﬁc weights. Our results show that weight factors are not
necessary: For example, when underweighting range splits
the search cost slightly increase, whereas overweighting does
not yield any noticeable changes.

5.3

Insertion and Splitting

Next, we consider the insertion costs measured by the number of evaluations of I per source class and analyze the
splitting with GSAlg. For this purpose, we recorded the
costs and split statistics of the last 1000 successive insertions during each measurement.
Figure 5a shows the average insertion costs depending on
the number of indexed source classes. The lower line only
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Figure 5: Evaluation results concerning insertion and splitting.
denotes the I evaluation for determining the leaf nodes to
index a given source class. The upper line additionally includes the average number of I evaluations for splitting. It
again shows the eﬀectiveness of the SDC-Tree: The costs for
determining the relevant leaf nodes depend logarithmically
on the number of source classes. The costs for splitting are
widely independent of the number of source classes and only
amount to about four evaluations of I per insertion.
Figure 5b gives the average rating of the best possible
split depending on the number of indexed source classes. It
starts with a value of about 1.0 since the ﬁrst possible splits
are base and existence splits only and all source classes have
proper subclasses of C as bases. Then, the possibility of
range splits increases more and more, and the average rating slightly decreases as the constraint ranges of the source
classes often overlap such that GSAlg cannot determine an
optimal partitioning with maximum selectivity and uniform
distribution. With very large numbers of source classes this
eﬀect may increase, causing a slight decline in the average
rating of the best possible split.
Figure 5c gives the nesting depth of the best possible split
depending on the number of indexed source classes. A nesting depth of one speciﬁes a split by means of a nested node
class Con r(N ), a depth of two speciﬁes a split by means of
Con r(Con r(N )), and so on. The simulated source classes have
nesting depths of zero or one only, as we expect nesting
depths of two or more to be rarely used in source description. This causes a standard deviation of 0.5 in our measurements. Nevertheless, the ﬁgure shows that GSAlg performs
splits by means of nested node classes even for a tree indexing only 100 source classes. Thus, GSAlg rapidly adapts
to source descriptions whose source classes mainly diﬀer in
terms of nested ones.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

For scaling ontology-based HIS to thousands of information
sources, we proposed a powerful formalism allowing to precisely describe the contents of a source by multiple deﬁned
classes. The formalism reﬁnes the idea of describing information sources by constraints in several ways: It enables alternative descriptions, and it features complex, nested constraints on arbitrary attributes and relations. Finally, it
allows adjusting between positive and negative matching semantics.
To enable eﬃcient source discovery in large-scale HIS, we
further proposed the SDC-Tree for indexing of source de-

scriptions by means of their deﬁned classes. Also, we presented a generic algorithm for splitting of leaf nodes during
insertions and showed the eﬃciency of the SDC-Tree in evaluations.
The proposed approach provides the foundation for realizing eﬃcient, precise source discovery services in large-scale
HIS – either as centralized, possibly replicated services or as
distributed services by partitioning the SDC-Tree to sets of
servers.
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